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About This Software

Black Ink is a new, non-realistic GPU based painting application that, instead of imitating traditional tools, brings new
inspirations to every artist.

Forget about pen and paper or watercolor and discover a new, generative and truly computer based way to create. Black Ink’s
non realistic tools makes creating original pictures fast and easy, whether you’re an experimented artist or never used a painting

program before.

Black Ink gives you the freedom to modify your brushes in any way you want and no real life constraint is going to stop your
imagination. You can create the perfect brush, or the most crazy one, and share it with other users for unlimited variations and

effects.
Black Ink’s unique and simple node-based system allows to very easily assign behaviors to your brush as well as create limitless

advanced setups.

And thanks to Black Ink’s GPU technology you can forget about the pixels and work on high definition documents. Don’t worry
about the resolution anymore and just create a 4, 8 or even 10k picture and draw without slowing down on real, full bitmap

documents.

Tutorials | Brush making | Tips and tricks
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.................................................
Key Features

.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................

GPU rendering technology offering unprecedented speed with full bitmap high resolutions documents (4K, 10k and
more)

Non-realistic brushes for generative computer based creation

Powerful node-based brush customization tool

Brush Shader Language

Unique and intuitive user interface

.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................

Upcoming Features
.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................

Tools upgrades:
More layers options, transformation tools, new controllers nodes…

New features:
Symmetry and duplicate tools, tile tools to loop strokes over the edges of the picture...

New brush types:
Multi-splines, multibrushes...

More details

.................................................................................................................................................
.................................................

Black Ink is in Beta
.................................................................................................................................................

.................................................

Black Ink is still in beta. Purchase now with a huge discount, and receive all future updates for free!
A lot of great features are in development for Black Ink and the special beta offer will evolve as they come in. Take advantage

of this offer before Black Ink is complete!

Why Beta?

"In order to achieve this we chose to put Black Ink in the hands of the users as soon as possible to gather feedback, adapt our
development to their needs and also help us finance the project while staying independent."
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Approximately how long will this game be in Beta?

"Black Ink will stay in Beta as long as we feel something too important is missing.
This is an iterative development and no fixed date is set but we hope we can call it complete within the next three years."

How is the full version planned to differ from the Beta version?

"Every feature in the full version will appear during the Beta process as we develop them.
We are planning on adding more options to brush creation and even a way to mix them together, more drawing tools like symmetry

and cloning, better management of layer number, and other improvements asked by the community. We also aim at releasing on
OSX.

You can see a detailed list of planned developments here"

What is the current state of the Beta version?

"Black Ink is fully functional and each update is tested and stable. The ongoing development is all about adding features.
A lot of people are already enjoying drawing with Black Ink (here) and are giving us feedback on what to add next to make it

better."

Will Black Ink be priced differently during and after the Beta?

"Black Ink’s price will raise as it becomes more complete and attain a full version value once it leaves beta version.

We will announce major price-changing updates in advance so everyone can get a chance to get it cheaper."

How are you planning on involving the Community in your development process?

We closely monitor our community activity for feedback, bug reports, feature suggestions and of course drawings! That’s how we
keep Black Ink stable and usable.

Each feature development is evaluated according to what our users are asking and we are of course happy to publish the best
drawings on our network.

We also have an ‘Alpha’ program that users can sign up to. This version is a work in progress of the next release, it contains the
features we are working on and testers can help us make them as complete as possible and stabilize the release.
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Title: Black Ink
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
Bleank
Publisher:
Bleank
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP3)

Processor: Single Core Processor at 1.6 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphic card with support of pixel shader 3.0 and 512 Mo of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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I have used a number of different art programes and this one is by far superior and it is only the beta version!. Fix all controls
please. Cannot move mouse?
-I PAID FOR THIS TITLE & STILL HAVE NO WORKABLE CONTROLS FOR OVER A YEAR NOW.
I sould happily test builds.... Alien Hallway is a totally new action- strategy shooting game for the PC developed by Alien
Shooter series makers, Sigma Team company.

Here, in Sigma's adrenaline-fueled game, players measure stamina with a never-ending stream of green creatures within the
borders of a special military mission. The rules are severe and the fate of Humanity is put on the line.

Control an entire army in a challenging single-player campaign mode with a simple click of the mouse. With an approachable
interface, players can go through a three-dimensional battlefields destroying the enemies with superpowered weapons, throwing
various types of grenades, using airstrike skill, and upgrading both the base and the units. Players make serious decisions saving
the soldiers and earning gold bonuses which are vital in this intense confrontation.

Constantly changing settings and glow effects mixed with heavy, rythmic music add life to the game and keeps you captivated -
you'll be hooked!. Before purchasing the game, I have looked into the game itself by youtube videos and some blogs on Reddit,
this game has something that caught my eye from the very beginning, so I decided to buy this game. It was on sale so it was a
double pleasure to purchase the game, when it was downloading I couldn't wait to play the game. When it finally downloaded, I
have opened it and the soundtrack from the beginning made the conclusion that this game has a future. It is at the very
beginning but it will expand if the developers will still upload new updates for its players, because as I can see from dev blog
developments there are plenty of the updates, which are made mostly for the gamers. Nowadays most of the card games are just
to make money and making rich the developers. This game is completely different compared to its competitors. This makes this
game stand out for me and I think for most of the people that bought or willing to buy this game.
Things that I can say about the game itself that it has wonderful graphics and soundtracks. Throughout the time I have played
the game I haven't found any glitches or lags. Which simply says about the good optimization of the game.. My computer is
somewhat ready. My checking account is not. Plus, my mom said no more toys until I clean my room. I reminded her that I'm
44 and don't live at home anymore. She grounded me. When I finally get my VR system, I'm going to be the coolest guy in
town. Girls will be beating down my front door. That'll show my mom that I was right all along.

Now I'm going to clean my room to be able to take advantage of room-scale VR, NOT because my mom said so. I mean it. I'm
my own man now, and I don't care what my mom says.

*Mama, if you read this, I was hacked by the Russians. They're everywhere, Mama. Will you make me some grits and eggs?
Thanks. I love you!. This is one of my favorite games, there is soo much customization and strategy to this game. If you like
turn-based strategy and can handle older graphics (due to the time it was made) this game is probably for you. There are a lot of
little things that experienced players know that you won't. There is a pretty large learning curve and I didn't really feel the need
to grind much like in other games. My character most of the time felt like he was the right level to be in the area that I was in.
Beginning The Game
In the beginning, you will probably be lost just at creating a character. Here are a few tips as well as a helpful video.
- Always have atleast one fighter preferable 2
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- have a mage
- have a psionic
- make sure you don't have more than 3 ranged characters (with little health) with you.
- SAVE OFTEN
- If a character dies, load your last save.
- Early on in the game (first 30 minutes) mages and other low health characters will probably die at least once your first couple
parties.
- Don't give up
- Last but one of the most important, EXPLORE!!! It helps a lot.
Finally here is the video and if you need more help send me a msg and I will try my best to help you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKejat-4qHo. I remember everything from the original Rhem
 Rather crude for todays market. Interesting mini-game, very cute and entertaining soundtrack, but why the small resolution ?.
Great game! Decoy ammo is cute
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Nice looking puzzle game with Vanishing Realms style graphics. Colorful and imaginative effects and transitions as you
progress from room to room with increasingly difficult puzzles.
  I got a little bit of stuttering with 1080 at 1.5SS but this isn't a graphically demanding game. There's a handy tutorial and good
voice acting from Samuel the hat with hints if you appear stumped.
. Dark story with beautiful artwork. Definitely worth it!

ps: Its a short game, do not buy it and them complain about it being short. If you are interested in the story, go for it.
. Was this book well written? Yes. Did I enjoy it, not really. Th biggest problem was that there were no actual choices, just
guesses as to what would be most successful. Second biggest problem, WALLS OF TEXT EVERYWHERE!!!!! Seriously, there
seemed to be about ten paragraphs worth of text between choices after chapter 3. Chapters 1 and 2 are fun because you are
actually making choices frequently, but because I wanted to make choices more than reading, I found less to enjoy about this
book.. Bought, mostly to support these amazing developers. Keep it up!. It's fun game and dialogues are hilarious. Character
designs are unlikable and ugly though.. Nice idea, shame about the execution. A nice fast paced puzzle game to pass the time..
Nice game but has potato graphics from 2001. This game is pretty fun. Has a good story and introduced me to different endings
of the game. The only thing I don't like is the cringy fandom. (I don't hate this game, but a lot of the fandom is just... very bad.).
Been playing this with a couple of my friends and what an absoulte laugh its been!! Great gameplay, awesome
zombies/mummys and some puzzles can be quite challenging.
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